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As the whole world turns into the 21st century, people living in the world are looking forward to
career opportunities which ensure growth in life. People in India are fortunate enough that jobs in
banking sector provides ample probabilities of growth in professional as well as in personal aspects.
It has been the dream of every person to secure a good job wherein there are security, stability and
growth prospects.

India has a number of banks under the nationalised sectors as well as many private financial
organisations. Some of them have been part of Indian economy for many decades while a few are
progressing rapidly since only a couple of decades. Vijaya bank is one of these relatively new banks
which have made a mark for themselves in the banking sector of India. Due to the rapid growth in
the Indian market, this bank in particular has been able to attract the attention of the public. Having
a strong presence in the southern part of India, the bank is making an effort to move its expanse
into other states as well. Its head office is located in the city of Bangalore but more and more
branches are being opened in other parts of the country. A strong work force of about 12,000 is
presently employed in these different branches.

Banking job aspirants are having in front of them, a new wave of opportunity wherein they can work
in a rapidly growing public sector bank, where diversification of work is the newest profile. Those
people who are interested for banking jobs can go for the Vijaya bank because they have a few
strong reasons in support of the idea of joining this bank.

Rapid expansion, plenty of opportunities

Now that the Vijaya bank is getting known in other parts of the country, apart from the southern
states, more branches are being opened in various parts of India, so that the masses are able to get
an additional option for carrying out their banking needs. Not only are the people benefited as they
go for their transactions with this bank, those who were waiting for more opportunities in the banking
sectors are also happy that they have a few more hundreds of vacancies. Since the bank is in an
expansion mode for the next couple of years, there will obviously be more vacancies in front of the
people. This is a direct implication on the hopes of people which is sure to take an affirmative note.

Variety of prospects

Working in the banking sectors entails a number of responsibilities for the people. There is the need
to be aware of various posts and jobs profiles. A rapidly progressing bank like the Vijaya bank will
have requirement of class III and IV employers in large numbers. These employees are of the
manager and assistant manager levels in different fields such as IT, loans, cards, investments, etc.
These jobs are possible to be obtained if the students or the job aspirants are passing the banking
probationary officers.

Facilities like others

Even though Vijaya bank is a relatively new bank, it has endeavoured to provide its employees with
the benefits which are similar to the government jobs. So, these employees get a high grade pay
and various other perks, when compared to many other jobs in the country.

In todayâ€™s economic and business scenario, the banking jobs are very much in demand. Presence of
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Vijaya bank and its branches in many other cities, apart from the southern cities, are a proof of the
rapid growth of this bank and the future prospects its hold for the recruits.
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